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When I was playing generations in 3DS, I often had this chart open as a quick reference as to what tools I needed for racing. I was just wondering if anyone had come across anything like this? Page 2 comments So I try to figure out how to read Kiranco better to figure out which part of the monster is weaker in what damage. I'm trying to
figure out three different areas in the kiranico better. Let's take Rajang, for example. Looking at Hit Data area ... If I read this right, the weakest part will be his head with a vertical, bump, or shot. His tail would be the second weakest to break the tie with damage to the torso. Looks like the evidence isn't worth using on it. Isn't that right?
Looking at the area Abnormal situation ... I have no idea what conclusions I should draw from this region. Can anyone shed some light? Looking at Body Part area... If I read correctly, I can cause a head to escalate by doing 500 damage. After that 500 damage, can't I appease his head anymore? Still looking at the body part area, the
queue lists 900 [1000] for a tiered value. Does that mean it escalates to 900, and stops at 10:00? Page 2 comments youtu.be/r7pL_K ... I've looked at this submarine and other places, but I'm having a good time finding one for some reason. What was in the resource thread obviously no longer exists. Can I help a hunter? There's a
diagram in kiranco, but it's kind of confusing and I can't make sense of it. Page 2 11 comments imgur.com/XpeOkv...Page 2imgur.com/XpeOkv ... imgur.com/a/3pTv...Page 2imgur.com/a/3pTv... I mean, is there any say or way to see if im dealing with the extra damage? I hate using drivers because I don't want other people to figure shit
out for me. Can anyone help me? I tried searching, tried even looking at some drivers, but all of you give only first answers. Page 2 19 comments Hey folks, has anyone found a good graphic detailing the elemental/diseased weaknesses of monsters in MHGU? I used a similar one someone did for MHW and it was incredibly useful to me.
(or if there is a text version I can try my hand at doing a graphic) Page 2 16 reviews New Hunter here, have not tried a single monster hunter game out there and just happen to start in Monster Hunter Double Cross or so known as Monster Hunter Generations Ultimate. . I already know Rathalo's weakness, which are the Flash bombs, but
whenever he's in the air, I can take it down. But when he's on land, I find it hard to keep up with his near-impossible attacks, which is my weakness. I know there are a lot of rathalos' rainbow colored out there, the is more powerful than the lower king of heaven. But it really hurts to be beaten by the king of heaven with his attacking charge.
Attacks. Attacks.
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